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(:21). 

K-    Yes, good morning, good day to you. As usual, wherever, and whenever you listen 

to this series of knowledge is Keshe Foundation Spaceship Institute, series of teachings, 

sharing knowledge, understanding more, and somewhere we might be able to elevate our 

knowledge,  or elevate our understanding of the work of the Universe,  (:22). or work of 

the man. The work of the man finishes with rockets, food on the table, worries about the 

lights, the electricity, and inflation and whatever we see nowadays, going around the 

world. The life in the universe goes on how much I can give more, how much I can 

increase the, what we call, the elevation of the Soul of the Man (STM), and in that 

process, we go forward.  

 

I welcome you back home, with what we go, what we teach, and what we see as part of 

the growth of the Keshe Foundation public teaching. In the past days and weeks, as many 

of you are aware, we have put the knowledge of the teachings, even what it was in the 

intro of today to work, to show what we taught months and years ago, now can actually 

be realized. When I listen to this intro, now that we have built the systems, now that we 

have put people through the system brings so much reality to it.  

 

Up to now in excess of around about 45 - 50 Knowledge Seekers, (KS) their friends and 

their families, have gone through the process of experimenting everything which was in 

the intro,  (:24).  dimension (D) of the physicality (P),  D of the Soul of the Physicality 

(STP), and D of STM. And we listen to them when they come out. We listen to what they 

go through. Very interesting, figures are coming up.  

 

Next week we're going to have the first space party, and the following week again on 

28th, 29th we'll have a space party. The party is done one day, primarily the Italians are 

bringing their wine and guitars, and what I call, whatever they like, headed by the 

Universal Council member. Then we, for the first time go through, and see how people 

come in, how they go through the process. In a way, we are changing the decoration for 

them to be able to spend a whole 10 hour, 12 hour session in the environment of the 

space, of the fields of the universe.  



 

Up to now, when you entered what we call, the test zones, where we have the 

Enhancement Units (EU). You primary, as you know by now, you entered the room, and 

you are faced with three chairs on either side. Originally, we commissioned one Unit. 

This week, we commissioned two Units. And we have, I think, about three, four meter 

space gap here. So the process has been you come into 1, 2, 3.  (:26). Some of you go 

through as a passenger, some of you go as the captain, if you want. Some of you go and 

test both of it, and then go back on the reverse of 3, 2, 1, and you come out.  

 

Next week, with the Italians and us living in Italy for some five or six years, knowing the 

mentality and whatever, we have given an "Italian all day party," which means when you 

come into the room, you go in through the process, you decide to take the flight, or you 

decide to join the party. You have the same option, whole day to try different 

combinations. We are observers of the passengers. In a way the studio becomes a 

spaceship of the man.  

 

We put 30 - 35 people on the 29th. We have the beautiful people from different countries, 

the French joining us, hopefully, and hopefully, people from beautiful island of Malta, 

and maybe from other two other countries. So the next on 29th is an international party.  

 

We wanted to see the stages of how people take position. We've seen 20% of the people 

who come through the system, they say they felt nothing, no difference. We said, okay, 

there is no difference. 20% of the people achieve part of what they came for. That's no 

problem. We see run about 40 - 50% do the space travel, but they're not interested 

whatsoever. We see 10% which come, they don't want to travel. 20% they want, just 

come in to go through the process. 

 

The first part, which puzzled us at the beginning,   (:28). the 20%, come in, and they feel 

nothing. We didn't say anything, we watched. We invited one or two back in the last two 

weeks, and the thing has changed. Then we realize where the problem is. "I don't want 

nothing, I want the system to show me what it can do with me." I take, I am a thief, and I 

put ?? ??    I came with no intention. But I wanted to see. I want to take. I am still a thief, 

but I come in a different disguise.  

 

The other ones who sees some, come in, they go through the one phase, they're still aware 

they are here to see something. The system takes partially in interaction with them, and 

they get frightened, that this is, comes, I have to admit, I've done something, I've seen 

something, or I felt this and that. So we've seen the progress.  

 

We see it, fifty percent of the people who actually go through it, a very profound 

understanding. They see their soul by the seat number three, expanding. They tell us that, 

they are aware of their physicality, but it's not what they see, there is a layer on it.  

 

Expansion of the STM over Physicality  

 



There is a separation between them and the space, they're aware of the sounds, they're 

aware of, they don't hear no conversation. Most of these people don't hear most of it. 

They hear an instruction through the ear of the physicality, but the soul is extended 

beyond them. And they just follow things.  

 

And we see some which, going through this process, as we say, the soul expands and 

extends beyond the physicality. We see magic's, we see conditions,  (:30). which is very 

strange. We now know what to look for in Seat 2. We know what we see in Seat 1, and 

we see the evolution of  the expansion of soul in Seat 3.  

 

Some people who come with all sorts of, kind of having problems, but they are so 

intensely involved to go to the Moon, they don't go to the Moon. They come out of the 

system, and they might go somewhere flying. And then we ask them what happened. 

"Nothing I just went somewhere. Oh, by the way, I had a pain for years here, and I had 

this over there, and it's not there."  What happened? We explain easy.  

 

The extension of the soul balances the whole of the, what we call, the environment of ?? . 

We are not here to cure, we are here to show how you can expand it. This is what we 

said, when the soul expands the boundary of the physicality, it puts everything right.  

 

I watched a gentleman, people here know who I am talking about, that you came in as a 

team, with a doctor. He went through the system and said, "nothing happened, but you 

know something, now, I couldn't raise my hand. Now I can touch my back and 

everywhere, it's gone."  

 

The expectation came to go to space, but the body was not there. The body was there to 

see its own operation. We had a case yesterday you hear it, recording tonight at six 

o'clock. We have the testimonial number 3 of this week. And we try to confine it in two 

hours. This week has been mainly Germans, next week is Italians, and the week after we 

have other communities.  (:32). I've seen a number of Iranians have registered to come in. 

Join us. We see other nationalities are just coming in. We are getting fully booked. And 

do not expect from Mexicans, you come and see me there. Keshe Foundation team is 

there to get you through.  

 

Belgium's try to sneak in - refused  

 

We had experience yesterday. A lady registered in Dutch, in Holland paid through the 

foundation. She says, she's bringing a friend. They turn up to be 4 Belgian's. We refused 

entry. Getting a Dutch, or a French to register you to come in as a Belgian does not 

qualify you. They were very disappointed. They were dear friends from when we were in 

Belgium. I know two or three of them, they attended the number of the lectures. But no 

Belgium's allowed within the structure of the Keshe Foundation. Please do not play 

games with us, you will be disappointed. They had to sit there nearly four or five hours. 

They traveled 500 kilometers and they had to leave. We don't even show the exhibition to 

you. Please do not embarrass us, and yourself. We respect you as a Belgian Knowledge 



Seekers, but our security and protection of the KS of the Keshe Foundation is bigger than 

some individuals. 

 

When one of the Knowledge Seekers went through the system with no expectation, and 

as, to see what the system is. She had what we call, shingles, apparently for seven years, 

and she came to fly. The soul expands. I stood in front of her to understand her 

experience,  (:34).  how we can ?? fit the  machine. She said, "my face, there's no pain, 

it's all gone. My shingles is gone. There's a bit of nerves here. I can still feel, but I can 

touch my face. There is no more pain. Been there for seven years." We put her to the 

second time through the flight system (FS), and she tells us more or less everything is 

gone.  

 

I explained this is not a healing machine. This is the expansion of the soul, which in 

traveling to expand beyond the dimension of the physicality, balances everything on its 

way. You take whatever you need, you're short of, be it food, if you're hungry, be it 

emotion of love, be it the emotion of expectation to see more.  

 

So we've seen a lot of changes. We've seen a lot of realignments. The systems, if you've 

been there once, the day we opened up, till today, you'll see some significant differences. 

For next two or three weeks, we adjust, we are testing, that we can go to the next phase of 

space, and deep space travel. When we are ready, when our equipment fails us, here and 

there. And in a way we eliminate, 90 percent of the, what we call, development testing.  

 

We go, we are preparing our system to allow the physicality to travel, within the 

confinement of the Soul of the Man. What does this mean is, as we speak with many of 

the people, the 50% plus, they tell you, that they feel the presence, they see the expansion 

of the soul. They go through all kinds of emotions and experiences.  

 

They see their father, who passed away 20 years ago, in front of them, and they enjoy the 

presence. They see the child which was passed away at a young age, the mother sees the 

soul of the child, (:36). when she was young, for 10 years. 

 

P inside STM - sounds are muffled 

 

We see the change in the dimension of physicality, we see the expansion of the STM. 

When you go into the flight system simulation, we see the same. If you went and you're  

that part of the 50% and expands. It allows now you hear things, but most of them they 

say, we are not aware of anything, because the noise is muffled noise in the background, 

because now the soul has covered the physicality. It's like putting earphones on your 

head, and somebody speaking outside. That earphone is the dimension of the STM.  

 

Then we see the same process back, from one chair to another. The systems are not the 

same. The systems are set totally different. This system has to set to as I said before, 

create rotational dimension. This (the other one) is set to create rotational dimension. We 

restructured the system.  

 



Our systems for next couple of weeks are created, are developed to be able to take the 

STM, STP, and the P of the Man in and out of the environmental of the systems. Which 

means we use the expansion of the soul to travel the span of the universe. If you will 

need, manifest the physicality (there), and (then we) bring you back. 

 

We are going through the development,  (:38).  we have invited NASA scientists, the 

Iranian space scientists, the Chinese, and we are inviting world scientists to join us. 

Yesterday we had the pleasure of doctors, this week, we had quite a big percentage 

scientists and world of medicine with us. In some of the interviews, they might introduce 

themselves.  

 

They come to see they come to evaluate the knowledge, and I think Tuesday we had four 

or five of them with us. And that's about 30% of the people come in. Yesterday we had a 

few, and next week we don't know what we're going to get with the Italians. In that 

process we have to learn how to change the dimension of the what we call, the units, into 

the dimension of the room. Keep you in the environment of the Jupiter, keep you in the 

environment of the Venus, keep you in the environment of the planet Zeus, and see how 

many of you being in this environment so long, what it will give you.  

 

Warning to the Italians do not come in and go out, I need a smoke. When you go out for a 

smoke you don't come back in, your session is over. Make sure when you're invited to 

this structural fields, you stay within the structural fields. This is why we allow you to 

party. We want to see by the close of the time,   (:40). it's not you being there half an 

hour. You arrive about 10 to 10:30 into the room, by the time you get ?? done, it's five or 

six hours to enjoy. Some of you might not be, and (not) feel, (you're) the 20%. Some of 

you don't feel anything the first time. You see the second time you get, maybe to the 

others.  

 

Maybe by the end of the day, some of those who felt nothing, they become everything. 

They understand the knowledge. 

 

We had a Knowledge Seeker (KS), he's on the line, he knows who he is. He came one, he 

was the first person going through the system and he said, I feel nothing. And sir, you're 

part of the structure of KF, stay. He stayed till yesterday, and he had to go back home. So 

he went through four days of every time different conditions. Because as I said, he came 

to get the knowledge of the universe. His condition was, he came to understand the 

knowledge of the U.  He didn't come to give. He went through all traumas, of all sorts in 

the past week. Because I watched him,  because he came back every time, we did a 

different session. Yesterday, before he goes to fly out. I gave him a seat in the what we 

call, "in the courtyard" here, it's inside. He sat there for about an hour. He was explaining 

to me about his emotional, and the things he'd seen, and dreamt for past few days, and 

everything.  

 

When he sat in there, in the last minutes, as we were all are walking everywhere, and still 

carrying on testing, or whatever. He said, I got the knowledge. I got what I came here for. 

I see the Light, I see them beginning of. I understood something. Because something 



happened in front of him, …  but I still, I'm sure he hasn't understood exactly what has 

gone on. But he said, he gained what he came here for,  (:42).  start learning the 

knowledge, but it took him 4 days. 

 

Now ?? suddenly again, a bit. We had the same, a gentleman from Linz, beautiful young 

gentleman, he came on Friday, last person. And he said, I heard nothing. I said, come 

next week. By the time come on Tuesday, he came yesterday morning, I put him through. 

And he said, when sitting through the seats, he felt different. He could feel the energies 

and everything else. Because the first time he came, nothing happens, no expectations. 

He actually expected, because he wanted to see something. He wasn't there to give.  

 

So you have five hours to become environmental passengers of the U. NASA makes a 

swimming pool and throws people in to test the space, two or three people with 20 people 

watching, and hanging from cranes, with the clothing of the Moon. We create the space 

of the plasma, of the ocean of the universe, for you to walk in.  

 

Anybody touches any of the systems you're out. Italians make sure the wine does not take 

away your physicality. We're there to observe, to observe how the system effects, you. 

We are there to observe if any of you Italians, are actually not Italians.  

 

We have seen two near misses of opening up. I've been in the room when I see.  (:44). 

Still control. I'm sure if these two come back, I have invited them in ?? devious way to 

come in for themselves, not ?? devious for us. That they understand, they can trust to be 

themselves amongst men. We might see them. They might show the true nature of their 

origin. They tell us, but they don't understand why they went through this.  

 

In a way, they saw their own citizens. They saw the places and the citizens of the 

universe, which they are part of. They tell us, it's in their talk, because the physicality 

watched when the soul was trying not to divulge, not to release information. They tell us, 

they've been with other creatures and explained to us what it is.   

 

In a way in the universe we'll see others. But when we end up in the middle of only one 

race, and we are with them, and feel at home. We are them. We are part of them. It's for 

us to open up and become them, not only with them, but in the space of the man.  

 

We have seen what we have promised. We have seen many of you coming in, being 

ashamed of talking about what has happened. Because it's not normal, man to be in 

control of his dreams, man to be in control of the physicality. Soul encased in the 

physicality, and they tell us step by step.  

 

In a way,  (:46). we have brought in the knowledge of the man, for the freedom of the 

man. In the next few weeks, we go to the next. Understanding the process is a 

fundamental part of the work of the KF. We are not here to show magic, we are here to 

be part of the magic. 

 



Many of you will start seeing the work of the Keshe Foundation in a deep way. You will 

experience, and then the beauty of it is, when you leave the room, when you leave the 

space of the exhibition center, you'll find out you still have connection. And the beauty of 

it is, as more and more people come in, and they add to the knowledge of the what I call, 

Wikipedia of the man's knowledge, and those from the space.  

 

Many of you find out you get to know answers to a lot of things, without reading about it, 

and you think it's your intelligence. My dear friends no. You have connected to universal 

knowledge. The same way, as we saw with our Knowledge Seekers, who ?? yesterday. 

When you understand you cannot abuse it, it's there for you to enjoy the knowledge, and 

benefit by it, it doesn't matter in which dimension (D),  (:48). then you start becoming the 

citizens of the universe, where you can tap into the knowledge of the U. 

 

We are here to bring a fundamental change and total understanding of the process of 

creation. Nothing else, we're not magicians, we're scientists. We got to understand in the 

process of what we call, evolution, we as Knowledge Seekers are and have to be that 

knowledge seeker. We seek knowledge, to understand more about ourselves, and more 

about what we do, and more about what we say, and how things will change, one way or 

another, for all of us.  

 

The process, which we see in the Enhancement Units (EU) is the process of the natural, 

neutral process, that many citizens of the universe travel. Those who choose the UFOs 

they go around jumping around like a monkey, different places to see more. Those who 

don't want to be that monkey. They travel with D of the soul, and they manifest 

themselves anywhere at anytime.  

 

We have seen number of Knowledge Seekers who went through the process, and they go 

from Moon to Mars. Oh we don't want to go to Mars. We want to go to Jupiter, or we go 

to Mars,  (:50) and then Jupiter. The beauty of it is, if you go from earth to Mars, or to 

Saturn, or let's say Mars, I think it takes how many months to travel to get there, and if 

you get the landing right, if you don't roll at the end. As we've seen with the Israelis 

flights, and we've seen with the Indians trying to land here and there. The Americans and 

the Russians didn't get it right the first time. It takes you weeks and months, and years of 

preparation. 

 

The interesting thing is, you heard in one of the first recordings, we went to there, we 

went there, and I took them to the sun. Action is instantaneous. One of the funny thing is, 

the day we put the husband and wife through the system. The wife was saying, nothing, 

not much happened, and just before they leave, husband and wife talking to each other, I 

think you'll see now on the recording of the today, both scientists, doctors, one of them. 

She says, I was with him, he told me something what he did, and I was there with him. I 

went with him.  

 

Because when they were in the room, both sitting in the unit, I told them, take a flight, 

and you are the captain. Take your passengers, they were 4 friends together, 2 couples. 

Or a couple and two friends. Now we can take passengers, and two can see the same 



thing. When you go to the park, we don't both look at the same tree, or  ?? soft ??  looks 

at the birds on the ground. But you know, the other one is there. And yesterday,  (:52). it's 

the  second time we had this confirmation, that they are together, they've seen the same 

scenery.  

 

So we see how we can travel together. And that was like a gift, just before they leave. 

And it shows that many of the Italians might go to the same place. Or they can travel to 

Mars, to Jupiter, and wherever they like and come back. But it is instantaneous. He told 

me ?? where he wants to go, and ?? wants to come back. Take the soul, move it to Mars. 

See what is the physicality (P) of the Mars, you need. Enjoy the ground, take the energy 

from the universe and you can survive. I am from Earth, I want to go back home. I have a 

fingerprint. I can be recognized by the fields of my fingerprint, I can go home. It's 

instantaneous, not ?? several months.  

 

The beauty of it is, with all the ones who've gone through the system, they tell you 

without fail, when they entered (Chair) three, they know the journey is over. And when 

they get to (Chair) one, before they come out, they tell you something very interesting. 

The weight of the physicality takes over, and they feel the weight of their body. Up to 

chair one, the process from here, was weightlessness. They don't feel their body. They 

tell you, they might feel their legs, but when they go to the next stage, there is nothing, 

they are, there is nothing, there's no weight. If they allow the physicality come in, they 

feel something, and they go back in again.  

 

In a way,  (:54). what we set out to do, through tests and confirmation, comes in. I had a 

beautiful, interesting, what I call, text from one of our Knowledge Seekers who was 

continuously in touch with us. And Charles's gives us with a lot of information. It's  

beautiful what we get. Mr. Keshe, they tell you what you like to hear. Mr. Keshe is not 

there, they tell themselves what they've seen, what they went through. They don't come 

there for Mr. Keshe, they come there for themselves, and we are listeners to the journey. 

If we don't like something, we reject it. And if you like it, it's to the ears of us. We are 

independent Knowledge Seekers. We are there to listen.  

 

I am there very much like you know I call it, a interrogation, I want to know what you 

saw. It's like a customer officers, it's like Security when you land in airport ?? What did 

you see? Did you see this? Did you see that? What did they do? I am more or less, that 

custom officer. I want to know what you've seen, where you've been, and I accept all of 

it. I am not the judge of it. And we are usually two of us, we stand and listen, because 

then we understand the experience, then we know how we need to adjust the systems, 

what we've seen, what section, what needs to be added, what it needs to be done.  

 

This week, you didn't see last week, we have installed the fields detection systems, which 

we developed in Switzerland some years ago, and we used it for 129 Tesla test. Now they 

have come into the room. We test and measure the fields. Are we in the plasma state ?? 

physics, or mater state plasma (Pl) and where.  

 



I explained to you in the past few days, and last time,  (:56). that we learn by the noise. 

Our Knowledge Seekers now started doing it, when they are in the room, some of them, 

they bend to see where the noise is, where is the maximum field, and they tell you where 

they feel the noise. Where they see the interaction of the fields of one unit with the other.  

 

So you experience what we experience, you go through what we go through. It's time in 

what we heard in the intro, to be seen in reality by systems. To be seen, and to be tested. 

And for us, for the first time, to feel, to know, to confirm the existence of us.  

 

We welcome you all, to the  …  test center, we welcome you all to be part of this trial. 

And in the near future, some of you will become those who physically can take steps in 

the depths of the universe. And maybe bring things back for us, physically that we can 

see. We are not here to do magic, we are here to add and extend to the knowledge of the 

man in a correct way, done in the support of everything by ?? . 

 

I have shown my fingerprint, how I work over the years. And you've seen it, but you have 

not realized it. I don't interfere, I explain, and if the Knowledge Seeker understands it, 

and do most of it right, they'll get the result. I've shown this over and over again. We did 

this with Naomi, I explained what needs to be done, and Giovanni, in a step by step 

followed the procedure,  (:58).  plus I ?? added an exact knowledge to it. We've seen how 

the brain missing, eye blind, and a total coma condition and everything. A father brought 

the daughter back, a common man.  

 

I've done the same thing in other processes. I teach you about the Gans's it's you who 

develops it. We have a team, they are in the process of creating MaGrav units, which 

actually creates energy and the rest of it. I keep on telling them, that they are going 

wrong, but they don't listen, but they're successful. They are reaching somewhere.  

 

It's the same in this extension of the exhibition, of the fields of the universe in Linz. I 

only guide, you will never see me taking a screwdriver or making one reactor. I teach as 

much as the knowledge can be understood, extended, and amalgamated and used and 

delivered. This process is the same for all of you.  

 

The knowledge in this room has been taught openly for 15 years, I gave you the patents. 

Go in the patents, you'll see in the original patent, we speak about the room where this 

plasma technology is used. It's the same room, environment where you can go in and get 

fed, environment where you can go and find wellness, environment you can go in and can 

fly with the Soul.  

 

Now mankind is ready to the interim,  (1:00). which is we still have to give you these 

little systems to be able, at least you see something, you believe it, and then when most of 

you have learned it, we'll  take over. You'll learn to work with the fields of the U. In a 

way, long term, when 10 of you come in the room, you become the reactors for elevation 

of yourself and the others.  

 



There is a lot of truth in the ?? figure 9 . What would be. Have you ever noticed ??   ?? 

(draws a spiral) of the Pl, end of one, and the beginning of the other. Where you start ??? 

??? and you release, free, depends where you want to be, and where that end be ??  is 

zero beginning of the new.   

 

We gave a lot of secrets to man over thousands of years. If I draw you the plasma like 

this, what have you got, beginning from the end, where that end comes ??  beginning 

starts, because the plasma never dies. It's you who interrupted the new cycle.  

 

So, mankind needs to learn a lot,  (1:02). and understand how we have even hidden things 

inside your daily life. Understand the process, understand the Totality, and then 

add to it. Try not to build reactors. But if you become good at, these what we call, so 

called, reactors or souls. Actually, if you look at it in a very close way, it's ?? your. 

Depends how you will come to find out, you can create condition of interaction, that in 

that position creates condition of manifestation, energy, and confirmation of existence.  

 

Your strength of the Soul will become the space of the room. And you will decide in the 

interaction of this field with that field, I have this a strength, I'll take orange. In this 

position from there to here I become Jupiter. We just choose different names for the same 

thing in different dimensions.  

 

I hope now you understand why I keep on playing these intros, because there's a lot of 

hidden knowledge given, and today we unravel it. Listen to the intro again, and come and 

listen to teaching again. And you'll see, I've told you everything,  (1:04). years ago. Now 

we have a machine you can see what it actually does.  

 

And they tell me, Mr. Keshe where did you get all this knowledge from? Because, join 

me, you shall see the Creator. Go against me, you still think you won, but you will see 

your own demise. Even your what we call, gain is short term because you actually lost 

and it ??  the gain. You lost ?? the gain of the knowledge of the  Creation and you forever 

stay in the ?? darkness of the pain of the physicality of the man.  

 

Join the knowledge and understand the knowledge. Go back on all the teachings and 

listen to them and connect them to the process of today. Then understand what is the next 

step. There is a lot to come yet. What will be beautiful in the coming time, is when the 

Knowledge Seekers grow into the field space of this room, they walk in as man, and in 

that walking in as a man, they find within the room, their own soul, which does not need 

no walls and no confinement, and they become themselves. Maybe 10 of you walk in 

together with different strengths, and when you dance and you party,  (1:06). you will see 

the work of the U, as each one of you becomes one galaxy and one star.  

 

We ask for a lot of people, brothers and sisters, we had a few this week, last week, and 

husband our wives, boyfriend and girlfriend, ?? Australia's teacher, and we let them go 

in, and those who are close, we ask them to hold hands when they sit or stand in the 

center. It's amazing how they change hands very rapidly. In brothers and sisters we see 

the formation of the hand rapidly changing. When you hand, one is a taker, and one is a 



giver. When you give a hand, one is supporting and one is getting supported. And we do 

this a lot with the hand. When we hold the hand of a child, the fathers a watcher, (gives) 

care, looks after, feels love. We see that in sibling who's actually the giver in the house, 

and who is the taker.  

 

We had a case strange enough, but we knew it, we watched it. I watched everything. One 

young sister, they're not children, very mature, literally brought our system to a halt in the 

whole room. She's such a taker, that even the universe was not big enough to take. And 

coming out of it, I felt nothing, but I watched our system literally coming to a halt 

everywhere, and I told them, one of you here is stealing energy. 

 

So come in,  (1:08). not to give, but come in not to steal. And don't come in, "I came here 

just to see." Go home and see how you feel, what happened. Join us to add this 

knowledge and bring it to its final point before we put man into space. The true space 

travelers of the U. You don't need to wait so many million light years to get somewhere. 

You be in that light years, instantaneously, if you understand the knowledge of the U, as 

you've seen in the KS. 

 

We try to explain the process, and it's for you have to understand it. If you want to, then 

add to it. And then we'll see what comes next.  …   (1:10).  
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K-  As usual, if we don't break you now, we are too old too traditional, and we have to do 

things our way. We've done it for 10 years. It's just like ??  an old broken record, we have 

to do the same thing otherwise, you say, "Oh, he didn't ask questions this time." The only 

thing we broke away from was if you remember, we allowed Knowledge Seekers to 

come and share what they've done. We had to stop that, because of the events we saw and 

the things, the way they happened.  

 

I have to explain to you something very interesting. People who go through this process, 

of the what we call,  (1:16).  getting to know themselves better, understanding that they 

can allow the soul to take over and see things. We'll learn new ways of living. We'll learn 

an amazing process of communication. You cannot eavesdrop, but you can become aware 

of, it's a big difference.  

 



I want to go, I am the beautiful city of Vienna. I want to go to London to see my son with 

my soul. But I want to take the physicality. My son accidentally has gone to Frankfurt, 

the day before. Today, I make a trip to go to London takes me hours of the fight. But now 

if you understand the possibilities and capabilities of the  ?? travel with the   soul, my 

soul will get in touch with the soul. "are you home, Daddy wants to come home to see 

you." Then I take the physicality, maybe I still take a plane, but I'm aware, that he's there 

when I get there.  

 

When you stand in front of your daughter in law, you don't need to say anything, because 

the mouth speaks, as a lot of our people talk. But you see the soul you know the true 

intention. And would you still say hello darling? How are you, he says, thank you very 

much, I know what you're thinking of, I'm going back, you don't want me here for diner. 

Or I know you enjoy me, I brought something for the grandchild, we all enjoy it together.  

 

 

The element of lies, which a lot of mankind do, and they accuse others to be the liars, will 

go out of the equation.  (1:18).  We see that in the machine. We see that clearly in our 

system. Very interesting is, how many of us, when we go through the system, will change 

when we come out of it. I've seen a few people, they totally change. They change in a 

way, that they see more. They don't change, and become this or that. They changed that 

they see new possibilities. They change that they see new horizons, and they change in a 

beautiful way to themselves, and a couple of them I've seen, I tell them, go and live, and 

in a few weeks time come back.  

 

When we invite you to come back by the KF, they don't pay for the sessions and coming 

back. I heard a couple of KS say, Oh, Mr. Keshe is inviting us back. We know who we  

invite back, unless you heard from us directly. We .. know why the reason, we invite 

people back, because we want to extend, we want to understand more.  

 

I invite people to come back, like the team of doctors that are invited back, because them 

understanding, they can help their patients with the new knowledge. And others the same, 

you don't need to be a doctor.  

 

Try to come to understand the Totality. The Totality is you and nothing else, and enjoy. 

I'm really looking forward to next week Italian party,  (1:20). and see how many we'll 

drag back from the Moon, Mars, and other places, and how many of them were locked on 

the land. We allow you to a certain limit of the freedom in the control room, in the Flight 

Room.  

 

We provide you with a chair and a table, that you can wine and dine. And we want to see 

how many of you will go through the process. How many of you don't go through the 

process. It's another what I call, Italian party on the beach. Do not bring any a stereo 

system, that it can electronically interfere with us. Bring your guitar bring what we call, 

they want to bring a dog. Why not? We'll see. But we have to approve the dog because 

we have limitations. And we have to do a lot of things for it. Bring your cat, bring some 

flowers. Let's see how they behave, how they will go through it. And would the dog go 



crazy with the noise of the interaction of the fields of the system, or go to sleep because 

it's what its soul is used to.  

 

We are here to learn. And the international interaction on 29th will be amazing, when 

they put the French the Italians and the Germans all in, and see what comes out of this. 

And how will the citizens of the man on the soul level interacts.  

 

And as Stephanie is the first member of Universal Council, will go through the system. 

On Tuesday, we'll see what it is. The following Monday we have another member of 

Universal Council with us, going through the system and yourself seeing how we connect 

to the rest of the community of the languages.  

 

And we prepare ourselves for a lot of good things. Our system will not be fully 

operational,  (1:22). as we are changing and ?? growing our systems. Some places fail 

due to interaction of the fields, some due to interaction of the … communication of the 

fields. Hopefully in next three, four weeks, we'll be ready to test the physical flight. And 

see what happens.  

 

One of our teams called the Foundation and said, they're going to be there at that time, 

they couldn't make it, because they were trying to see. So we make these things possible. 

Very much like olden days, when we used to go to Africa, even in Europe, you used to 

book a time to talk to the family. And you had to go to the telephone office so many 

hours before sitting in the queue, that they can connect. You send the letter weeks before 

the family, on such a day I'm going to be there to make a call, you be at the telephone as 

well.  

 

And we're going through that process at the moment, we are back in the olden golden 

ages of communication, but in a soul level. And the we have to get it right. It will be 

very, very interesting for me. And we expect this to happen. We are not ready for it, we 

don't tell you when we are ready for it. 

 

Because as we go through the tests, one of the first things we would like to see in the 

environment of the two systems, is how we can transmute one object from here to here, 

or vice versa. And or this process as passengers. Then it comes from us, because we are 

patenting the system, how we can take you outside the system, where this is the system, 

which means we have to understand the environment, field interaction.  

 

Transmuting without a system 

 

We already have done part of this,  (1:24). now it's actually fine tuning the system for this 

process, of without a system to be able to transmute to any point. I think this is about six 

months to a year, out for us. But the development is very rapid.  

 

What we saw, because we changed one of the system slightly. We are adding other 

things. We made adjustment to some systems since we opened up, we see more and more 

in that direction of the work. It was beautiful to see a number of scientists, doctors and 



highly qualified people in the world of science, to go through this in past four sessions. 

And you'll see some of them tonight when they tell you what they did, or how they did.  

 

Please I explain again, we respect you as the citizens of Belgium. Do not try to find a way 

for you to get in, because even if you get in, the system knows exactly how to not let you 

to go anywhere. Our wish is the way it is, and it will stay that way.  

 

Come in and hopefully, we'll have a full party reporting, when they come out of it. 

There'll be no video recording or recording inside. And we'll see how the process will be. 

And maybe during the party, we will go live session on the what we call, The Keshe 

Foundation Zoom channel for people to ask questions live from people who are in the 

process or in the session.  (1:26).  

 

I have to warn you very strongly, that never leave the room,  unless you have gone 

through the full process of what I call, decontamination. When you come in, you go 

through this way, and when you come out, you go through this way. Don't jump. Because 

what happens when you come out, you're totally blank, in what you had before. It's 

preparation for you to go through. And secondly is for us to understand what and how 

you evolved in the process.  

 

In the next few weeks, the what I call, the two Enhancement Unit, which you have, will 

be removed from the room. The experience has to be. This process of one, two, three, as 

the guy was telling us yesterday, it was very interesting to hear it. He does a lot of 

meditation, everything to get where it takes, a lot of preparation. He said, it was amazing, 

I walked and I was in it. And I know this feeling, and it is much better than trying to do it 

through meditation, because now I can reach immediately.  

 

So when you come in, gradually, we're still creating the ultimate goal. We expect a full 

flight in groups, somewhere by the end of this year, where we can get everybody 

together. If you go on the Moon, one doesn't go north and (another go ) south and another 

of you end up in another place, with all your  .. loved ones.   

 

Watch the testimonials of today. But look at it beyond the word, look at the emotion, look 

at the information, which gives you to be able to take that step. And it's touching in some 

how,  (1:28). some of them go into detail of what they do, and some don't want to appear 

on the camera. But yesterday, we had the pleasure to have round about 14 people 15 with 

us. And we had I think about 10 to 12 on Tuesday. We have reached the number now, the 

structure is taking shape, is taking place. And we know where to, and how to, change our 

system, reactors and everything else. Some of the physical changes has to be done, or 

some has been done partially. We learn a lot about the energy transfers of the systems, 

and how to be.  

 

Something strange has happened to us, which should have not happened. Physically  it's 

impossible, what we understand. But their answer to me was, maybe it was moved. Two 

systems were put actually by measurement,  (1:29). parallel to each other. Yesterday, we 

noticed one of the unit is in this position (angled). We put it aside, we put it maybe 



working on it, maybe could not push, because they don't touch it. But systems are finding 

their own position.  

 

If someone comes in with wrong intention - system stops  

 

And we have a system, which we developed deliberately to in a way, to mix the fields, 

and this system comes to a halt. And if somebody comes in with the wrong intention, the 

system stops. So we know they don't understand it, but we know what's going on. 

Because we are now establishing a very clear pattern of the work. This movement is very 

important for us.   (1:30). We watched it yesterday. I said this is this has moved, it wasn't 

there. We observe everything in the room.  

 

As we remember, I told you about the gentleman who came last week, he didn't feel any 

thing, and then he said, but there's a problem. I had an eye which was blind for six years, 

and when he came on Monday, because we asked him to come and go through the flight 

system, he had a handkerchief with him. And he said, now I have to carry a handkerchief, 

because there's so much tears, and for six years, there was no tears. And he tells us, he 

can see shadows, light and dark. It's very interesting to see how it develops through the 

soul of the vision of the STM and through D of P.  

 

As I said, we are a space flight test. And when you go to space, you carry no doctors, no 

food, because we know the Soul of the Man, is to repairer of the man.  We'll see what 

other things will come up and things take shape. And as it takes shape, we will share. 

 

Any questions? 

 

Q:  ..   (1:32).  

K- Can you read again, I missed the question. 

Q:  Hello, Professor Keshe , I have a question about the movement of an object in the  

spaceship. Only the soul moves in this movement, like when we are asleep, or does the 

body go to a new place with it? 

K- At the moment, we see the body is with us. And we are developing a new system. As I 

explained before, we had the gentleman last week, which went to the Moon, we put him 

in again, in different systems. What we saw him physically, we even gave him a glass, we 

see him, he is picking up stones from the Moon, and puts them in the glass. We see him 

doing it. We asked him to put it on the floor, to see if we get a conversion. 

 

We realize the field distribution in our systems has a flow in it for conversion. So now 

what we are doing is, we are creating a system like this, which carries G fields of let's say 

the Moon, and G field of the earth, and they can put things when they're in the Unit, if 

they get a stone on the Moon, to bring it in and drop it in this box. And here, because the 

two prevails, we should be able to theoretically, to pick up the stones.  

 

If you remember, I don't know where I was here or the other talks, we put the stones on 

the conversion material, but now we see what we have. But what to do, because it's a new 

system, because it took us a couple of months to literally physically develop it. In a way 



of the present point where you pick up, G, the destination G. So you can pick up a 

screwdriver on Earth, and deliver it to Moon, G system going through the transition. 

(1:34). 

 

And this is something which we have sorted out in a Vertical system. Now in the open 

space system, we have to create it in a different form, but in principle it's the same. And 

yesterday with one of our participants, if you come in, you'll see it, if we keep you there. 

We have brought the box of bolts and nuts and spanners with us into the room. We have 

brought scents into the room. We want to know if your soul can smell the scent. Or the 

people who go through that process if they tell us to smell something.  

 

For the first time. We had somebody yesterday saying he could smell something. He 

knew the smell, because it was the smell of his own people. This was very strange for me. 

He said, he knew the smell, because that was the smell of his people. He knew their 

presence by their smell, but he didn't see them. Some of these are there for you to see. It's 

a beautiful, beautiful time to learn and to enjoy.  

 

I wish something Knowledge Seekers who have been with us for years, would have been 

there and they could take the spanner and take it further. As I cannot be there all the time. 

I literally stand on my feet nearly 10 - 12 hours of it. As I call it, it's job support ?? 65  it  

is not easy, but it has to be done. And it just gives you energy. I hardly sit the whole day, 

from the time we start, because it's continuous observation. And we need the old people, 

Knowledge Seekers who are not physical, so much, to come in, and to observe, and write 

about this. Because everybody writes about their history, what happened in a brochure.  

 

We have brought one of our full time staff from the lab,  (1:36). into the exhibition. And 

we start literally writing all the people's memory into the archives, that we want to know 

who did the flight, that we can call. In the next few weeks, most probably one of those 

who went through the flight, went to the Moon, we invite them to come together in one 

day. And we want to see what's the extent of it.  

 

Those who went to see their family, we want to see the extent of it. We invite you back 

in. When we invite you, as I said, it's a gift from the foundation. And then we take the 

process to the next step, and next step. 

 

It's very interesting and we try to learn more and more, much, much more. We expect to 

see a lot with the Italians. They won't know it, it's not that we're going to do this and that. 

We want to see the interaction of the. What is important for us in this group, what I call 

interactions, is going back to the basic of physics.  

 

Many STM in FR is like magnets on Rick's table - finding position with each other 

 

If you take this room to be what I call, Rick's magnet table. If you remember Rick putting 

some magnets on the table, and putting something in, and seeing how they move.  

 



To us, in this room, is very interesting to see the STM. Never been done before. Because 

don't forget, this is the same as you remember your what I call, CO2 boxes. When you 

put a Nano material in the box, this is not the environment, anymore normal,  (1:38). 

because fields of the Nano coating now is M. With having the systems in this building, 

now, we have created that field position.  

 

We want to see how the souls interact. If the souls fall in love. If the souls find position 

and respect for each other, maybe the Italian discussion from Milan, or Rome to Vienna, 

and on the train to Linz, how it's changed. We want to see when we change these magnets 

to the Soul of the Man, how does the soul react in this room. This is important for us and 

the psychologists who work with us in the future, to see how people will behave in a big 

space, in the respect to collection soul traveling.  

 

Don't forget, we've done this test. We have brought four people, four member of one 

family, 4 members of two, one family and strangers, and we have seen the reaction.  

 

We have seen in the family how one person is the sucker, taker and the soul has come. 

the soul does not agree. But a physicality does. I knew it from the minute he went in. I 

told our people we will have a problem. Because we see the soul. 

 

I want to see how the plasma of the soul of the people interact in this environment. This 

is completion of what we call, the process. Then, as I said, maybe in a few months time 

you go to Linz, to go to Mars, to Moon, where we create the atmosphere and the 

condition,  (1:40). and we can replicate this around the world.  

 

Any other question?  

If you thought you had an exciting time now, with MaGrav and Gans's, you haven't seen 

what's about to come.  

 

This Soul Travel is beyond UFOs - they're still in containment 

 

Q: …  So do all galactic people and UFO and aliens use the same concept to space travel? 

K- No, they haven't matured to this point yet. They still travel with containment. When 

you go to the Moon, are you in a UFO? None of our people report to be in a machine. 

One guy said, I was in a bubble. But none even wear clothing on the Moon now. You 

hear a voice recording of today, one of the first guys went in. He explains how the sand 

of the Moon went through his fingers. People explained to you how they feel the liquid of 

the other planets.  

 

Very strange thing is building up. This room is a standard room. But strange enough, 

where family members, the youngest one, always feel cold in the systems. We even had 

to go and get a jumper yesterday. It's a very interesting, how are physicality reacts? But 

we'll see. We'll see it take shape because there's a record up and made.  (1:42). And we'll 

see the next step. 

 



Q:  Salamea …  I'm so happy that you achieve all what you had in your vision for from 

your heart from your soul. And thank you because you brought to humanity, this nice gift 

of humanity to be able to see their own soul flying and be able to reach any part of the 

Unicose, because our soul expand and can be instantly everywhere.  

 

Now my question is related to what I experienced last night. Usually when I'm flying, I'm 

seeing people around me, but never seeing me. And last night I see myself, but not the 

physicality. I had. I have seen nice, very beautiful colors I've never seen in reality. Like 

rainbow, and me only one white light and flying.  

 

I would like to ask you, what is the meaning when you see your yourself flying.  (1:44). 

You go with your soul of man. Or you go with soul of man and physicality both. 

 

Nobody has seen themselves - try to take camera with 

 

K- What we've seen, and what is going to happen in Keshe Foundation. It should already 

be back in the lab by now, we asked for it. We asked for a camera, not a digital, or we 

can give them mechanical cameras, or old ones with no batteries and electronics in it. For 

our passengers to take pictures of themselves. Nobody up to now has told us, that they've 

seen themselves. they are aware of the energy of themselves. They're aware of the light, 

they're aware of the colors,  the souls they come in touch with some of them. 

 

But we have not seen, there is one guy who went to the Moon, he can see his hand 

physically. But generally people speak about the light. They are aware of the others, as an 

energy fields. Especially when we put them together to fly all of them, especially the 

captain being responsible, you ask the passengers, "oh, they can't remember. yesterday 

was the first time we knew the wife was with the husband, and they both saw the same 

things the first time. We have to expand on this experience.  

 

But the captain when he speaks, and speaks about get, taking them with us, since the first 

or second session ???  of one or two people refer to it. They're taking the other souls with 

them, because he's responsible. In a way, like Captain on a plane, the guy goes, there are 

people in the back, and each one is traveling, dreaming, or thinking about what they want 

to do, go where they go. Even though the captain's going in the same direction, to land in 

the same spot. And we see that now with souls, with the travel, the expansion of the 

souls, we see it now.   (1:46).   

 

The captain is responsible, he or she takes full responsibility for people taking the soul. 

It's amazing how they do it, it's instantaneously. So you are aware of it, that I took them 

there, or I took them there, but the passengers say, Oh, they never seen anything, they 

were their own  singing ?? as they were in the back ?? like ?? while they were sitting in 

the car. We see this now.  

 

As I said, we need about a thousand .. we can get some 10 to 20 people … a week, it 

takes a lot. It's not just going in the system, it's preparing to go in the system, going 

through the system, and then what I call,  going through the process of explaining to us, 



because a lot of them we see, they say, they're still digesting the information, they still are 

in there. They've come out, but the body is left over, the soul is still needs to digest.  

 

It's good to see, to build up the information. It's the responsibility. It's interesting. It's  

strange and amazing.  I don't know, if you remember where one of the members of the 

people who came in last week, he was so overwhelmed and everything and he just left. 

And he came this week back himself, and he brought an audio recording, because he was 

so overwhelming he couldn't do it then and there.  

 

Your new life begins when you leave the Enhancement Center 

We like to know in a few weeks time your experiences, because the strange thing with 

this technology, when you go through the system, life begins from the time you leave the 

studio, the … Enhancement Center. Your new life starts from there.  (1:48). Not you've 

been there and going through the process.  

 

We will invite you, when I am in a Zoom session with the Knowledge Seekers who've 

been. In a few weeks time on a Thursday, for all of you to explain to us, what happened 

to you from the time you left. Most of you say nothing, because you think it was a normal 

thing, something happened. And some of you might explain how you've changed. 

Because it's important for us. When we take you there, we go with us traveling, become 

travelers of space. What happened? Would you like to go back? Would you like to come 

home? 

 

 

And we are going to gather more information. Did you meet the souls? Has it become 

frequent in what you were?  Now you go through more stages of what you had inside the 

system, because you've been through the process.  

 

Seeding Planet for Change - through FEU - one atom to flip - seeding 

 

But the strangest thing will come when we create enough numbers that these souls start 

interacting across the planet. Then I'll explain to you about the satellites. We are sowing 

the seed of peace through the STM, and you will all, answer to the call when the time 

comes. It's the story of Einstein, when you turn one atom, and the other atom changes. 

We're seeding the structure of that atom.  

 

Any other question. 

 

How the systems are used for world peace - raising knowledge  

 

Q: ..  (1:50).  How are these systems, you kind of answered it in what you just said with 

the atoms. But maybe you could explain it in a little bit more detail, how the systems are 

directly contributing to the end of war. 

 

K- We had one gentleman who sat with Putin. We had one gentleman who sat with and 

gave to the soul of the German Chancellor's. A lot of information we don't put out, but we 



see what's coming in. We have people who go in to extend what you call it, the 

knowledge of to Knowledge Seekers, and they give to the Knowledge Seekers for all to 

raise their knowledge of peace and whatever.  

 

Ready to start process in a month's time  

 

We have to complete our system, these systems have taken over, more or less, as we see 

it with the knowledge gained, solid 4 years to be developed where it is now, and now in 

?? permanency  in terms of changes. I think in about a month or so we are ready to go. 

And then we start that process.  

 

Change will come through citizens - they'll change leaders 

 

We will explain how we start that process when the time comes. The process of peace is 

not just by world leaders, it will come through its citizens. The citizens will change their 

leaders.   (1:52).  

 

Q: ..  Over the last couple of weeks, I felt that you've indicated there is a timeline. Yeah? 

and ..?? has to be done quickly. .. 

 

K- There is no timeline. We created a ??  We create, for our system, yes, there is a 

timeline. Because we can go on for months and years, and keep on developing. We put a 

timeline, that we don't. You've seen it. We've show it,  these Units in the Design Center 

nearly two years ago. This white units what you call, we saw, we saw whatever you call 

it, arrived, May or June of two years ago. I remember when they were testing it in the 

labs, building the wiring, the circuits. From that point to this point, has taken two years,  

and we are still seeing room for development, massive room for development.  

 

So, and we kept on going, developing. To us they were saying, oh, they're not doing 

anything, he just promised. But we had to go to a point that, a new technology was 

developed completely. And we came to this point now, and we're still developing and 

then adding. As you don't see it because it's all hidden inside. There's a new development, 

which we'll see after next couple of weeks, to whatever, that we can do. 

 

In the past, we had a huge trouble, past two years, we had to design something, and then 

something had to be made.  (1:54).  And then we have our people, one or two people had 

to make the parts.   

 

Now the Keshe Foundation has a manufacturing base, we have a production base. Last 

week we wanted new reactors. Before it would have taken us weeks. Klaus just tells the 

factory this is what we need, by Monday morning the reactors are made ready for us. Our 

response time has changed. Our team knows more or less, what is the next, what we have 

to do. Now so, it's not done, waiting to design. Even in the middle of the testing, we've 

done it in past couple of weeks, we realized we need something to be changed, and 

literally while the tests are going, in the factory they change. They design, they finish a 

new one for the next time. You don't see these things. If you came last week, in the 



design of the system, we literally needed one of the reactor systems, we needed to 

change.  

 

You don't realize it, but for example, we realized when we made the system, we designed 

the system, we have two chairs. And there was one entrance here. We had people all sorts 

of problems together, because it looks if you come in today, you will see the systems will 

overnight have two entries directly to in front of each other. And then other reactors have 

been added or taken out, because of the what people tell us. We see where the faults are. 

It's not anymore for us to what do you call it,  (1:56).   do it and go back, and come in 

weeks. Literally now we have a backup system, backup team, a beautiful backup team. 

None of them Knowledge Seekers but understand the technology. And while you are 

sitting in the test, we are actually making new reactors for the next cycle and evolution 

will be very, very fast.  

 

Keshe Foundation doesn't spend a single cent wasted. We never done , we never do. And  

everything you gave us with trust, has been used by trust, to set up this production line 

and train the people, has taken a long time for Klaus,  and people who come into the 

management of it.  

 

We bring in workers, which the work is through experiment and work, they become 

Knowledge Seekers, and it's beautiful. I was discussing it with a couple of people 

recently this week. They see they do understand and they become better than our 

Knowledge Seekers. Who became Knowledge Seekers and then they want to do 

something. We are creating Knowledge Seekers with the knowledge of their own hand 

work and very instantaneously and Klaus has spent relentless time trying to establish this.  

 

Keshe Foundation Austria is a solid based manufacturing, ethical organization. And 

instantaneous response. It's taken years to build it. We are a research and development. 

We are not profit making, we don't look for profits. We look to bring, and you go into 

these systems a mother who lost the child at six months, and waits for 10 years to know 

what happened. She explains it to you, when you see her today, most probably in the 

testimonials, and sees the soul of the daughter, six months old, she lost by death, 10 years 

ago, and brings her peace.  (1:58).  

 

KF will never make a profit - profit is helping others 

 

That's our payment. That's where we make the profit. That's what the KF is. Thank you 

very much. Keshe Foundation will never make profit, it's impossibilities, because we put 

everything back in. Those who want to steal it, will cry for what they've done. We take 

their souls, to themselves. 

 

Any other question 

 

How to protect our children from bad use of T 

 



Q:  Alexandria Brazil ..  We are education professionals and we work with children. We 

see daily and increasingly stronger, the dominance of garbage content controlling the 

wills and formation of many children. Children are becoming slaves to the media and the 

Internet. Many parents and caregivers of these children are unprepared and report not 

knowing how to help these children, their own children. Question, thinking about the 

Enhancement Units and what is to come? How can we help and prepare our children to 

elevate their beautiful childlike souls? 

 

K- This has been a question for a long time for us. I've discussed this one with the 

Chinese authorities sometimes ago. We have two processes, to educate our children with 

the knowledge of the present time and everything else, which comes with it. Or start 

teaching how to beginning.  (2:00).  

 

We have a beautiful lady, Greek, who with the knowledge team we set up, she's done the 

basic teaching for children from age to age to become. She works with us in what you 

call it, Greece education structure of government. And I didn't have time to do it, but 

they're still working in the background some of them. That we bring a new education 

from the beginning.  

 

Children have to learn about the matter estate. That's the beauty of being a human. And 

children, then have to understand the work at the same time simultaneously, with the soul 

state and the energies of the universe. Then yes, we can bring the change, yes, then we 

can see the change in how we can teach them.  

 

We are in the time of the transition between the two 

 

It's very, very, very difficult, extremely difficult to enter this zone, unprepared, and we 

are not prepared for it, because we are in a time of the transition between the two. It just 

needs time. None of us, 40 years ago knew how to use the mobile phones or the 

computers the way they are today. We learned it, because it became available. Now the 

new knowledge has to become available, and then we'll learn it. And then we see.  

 

We have to find out how we can change this as a collectively, in a community and in the 

society together. It won't happen, ?? one nation    It's something we have to collectively 

program it. Children need to have that computer game, children need to have everything 

else. Not just because we didn't have it, they're spoiled.  (2:02). Children because of 

computers are becoming more and more intellectually aware of a lot of things. It's not all 

bad. But we have to learn how we can incorporate the two together.  

 

It's our job, and then how they abuse it, or how they use it. To what extent we will have 

the possibilities of extending the knowledge. We've got to use both of it. And make the 

best of both, because we spent hundreds of thousands of years to get to this point of 

intellect and understanding. Just to say everything is all wrong with it, we did our part of 

it, is ignorance. We have to see what is the best and what is collectively can be mixed 

between the old and new. 

 



We're working on education side in the background in different ways. And we'll see what 

comes up. But yes, there is a problem in society today. We all have children and 

grandchildren. And we'll see how they have evolved.  

 

Nowadays, children can see the parents put it in front of them. What do you do nowadays 

-  mobile phone? Oh, let's watch a cartoon. You give the phone, you introduce your child 

to the new technology. You just look at the cartoon. But what about the T, and then she 

wants to see another one? What's next? And then the game's. By the age of two and a 

half, three, I've seen children that are much more intelligent in so many things, then their 

parents and grandparents.  (2:04).  Because they opened their eyes. What do we do? 

 

 

How many of you have picked up a book nowadays to read for the children? And how 

many of you have brought that book in the new videos, which is on there, as a solid 

picture. The cow, she sees a cow. The cow moves makes a noise and she can relate to it, 

because it's an emotion. We changed it. We brought the change to them. But we haven't 

lost control. We have not managed to adjust ourselves as a society to use it and some 

abuse it.  

 

So we have to mix the two together, and it's not that they've gone everything wrong. Yes, 

they've gone wrong, because the parents are allowed to go wrong. But we have to teach 

the parents not the children. This is the biggest problem, and I've said that many, many 

times.  

 

We go to school, they teach us everything to earn a good money, and become doctors. 

But in that process of teaching from year one, they don't teach us how to become parents, 

how to behave as when we grow up. To have a good degree, a good job. But (be) a good 

parents, they don't do that. It's just you pay to go in and you sit in the class. They teach 

you ABC and then what comes, what color ???    comes.  

 

But if any school teaches a child, how to be when they grew up, and adult. The only thing 

they forced themselves to in countries like England and Holland, at age 13, they show 

them sex education. Because they got fed up of having 12 - 13 year olds being pregnant, 

in the schools, sitting with the babies in the class with the teacher.  (2:06). 

 

If our education system teaches our children, this is this and when you become a parent, 

this is how it should be, the child from the seed knows this is a knowledge, which it has 

to carry.  

 

We do it wrong and then we blame the society for it, because we were never trained. We 

are the cause of the mis-education about you, nobody else. And then we blame the 

society for it 

 

Any other question 

 

Feeding starving people through the FEU 



 

Q: …  To travel is exciting to me. But here on this planet could I, when entering the fight 

system, go to say, Afghanistan and through my soul feed those who are starving? 

 

K- You can do, you can do. It is not a dream, it's a reality. We done this in a couple of 

tests this week, without the KS knowing, going through the test. Yes, it's a possibility. 

But you feel the soul, you feed the soul of the person. Not physical food, they can go sit 

in the EU with a sack of potatoes on go there and give them potatoes. But step up to the 

new understanding and go through, you can feed them, it can be done, because a couple 

of cases we had, and we are following how to trigger this position with people. 

 

At the moment we are like the wild west you know, people went to America and they 

wanted to see what and where it is, and then when they settled down and started making 

the cities and villages, on the rest of it. At the moment,  (2:08).  in past two weeks we are 

in that wild west situation. Everybody's going everywhere to see what they can find.  

 

But gradually, collectively when more and more KS come, they will organize themselves 

how to do, what to do, and where to see. It's quite feasible, possible. We have an 

earthquake in such a such a place, and all of you, instead of waiting to gather rescue, find 

a plane get the money for the fuel, and gather people's food. By the time you get there it's 

three, four days after the earthquake and half of the people have died on the need, 

because of the hunger or cold.  

 

Now you do instantaneously, you feed their soul. We know it's correct, because we've 

seen our people traveling to the Moon instantaneously. We see them, how they do and 

how they interact.  …  

So we have to understand. It's not any more dream, because the systems are made. It's not 

done by somebody, my soul go and feed. In the coming time, many of you who've been 

through the system, once it's completed, you'll feel you want to go to help, all of you 

together will go and help. You feel you're in Mexico, New Zealand, or wherever you 

want to go together for a party on the Moon, you all go instantaneously, and you'll be 

there. Make sure you've got the right girlfriend, not the wrong one.  (2:10). This is the 

beauty of the new science, and yes it can be done. I told you yesterday, we had a guy, we 

gave him nuts and bolts to see what he can do with it. But he didn't go anywhere to do 

anything with it, because his was a different target. 

 

It's something you've always done, but now you bring both dimension of the  physicality. 

This is what I explained, if you understand it, for a couple of years ..  to transmute 

between the Soul and the Physicality and on the way don't lose the bottle of wine, and 

then if you don't have (the wine??), "oh it was a dream." Now we are teaching how to 

bring that bottle of wine, or the emotion of the bottle. This is the process, the new 

systems are setting up to do. 

 

K- It's very interesting what is to come, and as I said, we got a glass of water, spanners, 

screws and everything there to see if we can take across, and who can bring it back. We 

need to adjust our system.  



 

The systems next week, will be adjusted for transmutation. Today we haven't set that. We 

have full control over transportation, and next week we'll set the system for transportation 

from one system to another. It's not something that we're going to develop, it's preset in 

design. But we have to see everything working that, when we send the cup, half of the 

cup is inside of another half, it's still and energy in another part. We're ready to test, but 

we have to have everything perfect.   (2:12).  

 

Q:  .. How can the system memorize the information of a nation through a single soul? Is 

what Barbu added to the unit the same as what I have as a genetic inheritance? Or that of 

my ancestors? 

 

K- No, we are all different. We all. I wish somehow we didn't get Barbu, Barbu came in 

and he went through the system like a bullet. He did not, he was not there to enjoy. He 

was there just to be there and go through, and I am done.  And as I said to the other 

people, you come in, take your time. I made time for you. You have to make time for 

yourself.  

 

We had a couple. It was a strange, strange situation yesterday, when the husband, then 

the wife moved. She went from whence it was said to him she went to he went to sit he 

went inside the coherence and you were there your shoe and there. Hello. Then she came 

out just all I had but um you know you're there just because he asked you to come. We 

see it. And then he came out and he had the experience of what he wanted to experience.  

 

You have to take your time, and then you leave the right fingerprint.  

 

Maltese Soul is connection to Christ 

 

We have Universal Council of Maltese coming through the system. Maltese, he is 

original Maltese. Maltese soul is our passage to Christ. They saw, Christ lived with them 

through his transportation from Palestine to Spain.  (2:14). I'm hoping with him and his 

family going through the system, we will,  might be able to see an insight into the past.  

 

These are key islands. This is why Keshe Foundation headquarters will move to Malta in 

the coming time. This is what we need to have to understand more of. To understand 

exactly why, and how we have gone through the process of elevation of what we call, the  

Soul of the Man. 

 

Any other question? 

 

Q:  Mehrnaz …   I had a maybe non-important experience, but I tell you to see what it 

was. About six, seven weeks ago. It was 4:30 at night,  (2:16). and I went to my balcony, 

my terrace. To see the sky, I love the stars, I send them kisses. And I really love them. 

And it was maybe three, four stars. And there's always one in my right part of the sky, 

which is more shiny. So I started just essentially talking, and talking, about my worry 

about actions of my mouth. The actions of myself if somehow maybe, what I say my 



head somebody without my intention. And then talking like that, without ??  All of a 

sudden, I saw a light, like 10 centimeters diameters the image, just 20 centimeters by my 

measure under the star, a big light shining, silvery, shiny. And at first, I was shocked 

because I've never seen somebody like that in this car. And after a small pause, it went 

quickly to the left side and disappears. I just stayed to analyze what it is. And then I said 

whatever it is, I tried to do my experience again, to see if it happened. So I tried to put me 

in my position talking to star and then it didn't work. I went to sleep. So in the morning, I 

was told that if it's a meteorite, the stones which come to the Earth and they explode in 

the atmosphere. (2:18).  And then I thought it was like  .. ??    It was like a person in the 

in the star who saw me down there (on earth). And just for fun, they're small, it's like 

those with the fingers, you know, like we were a child, we're playing with stones with our 

fingers. He chose a small stone sheet, throws at small stone and then it becomes maybe a 

meteorite. I've never seen meteorite like that. Normally I see small things very far, but 

this one was so bright. In the whole sky. I was. So I wanted to see if it was a meteorite, 

and how come it was just in front of me. I mean, it was in my sight. If it was something 

you.. 

 

K- Can I say something to you Mehrnez,  .. We were not there, we don't know.  

Q: Yeah, I knew you were saying that. 

K- We were not there. You know, it's June now. About four or five years ago, four years 

ago. I said this before, I do this as a pleasure to people I love. Don't do it for anyone. I tell 

you if you want to see a meteorite, I create one. You see, our people see it. We were in 

South China Sea with Knowledge Seekers. And we were walking on a beach, they were 

ahead of me and I was walking in the back. And I said I would love them to see 10 stars.  

 

They turn around and say, It would be nice to see a meteorite, and I said you watch, I 

wish 10 of them for you. And they're here amongst the Knowledge Seekers, they're 

listening, they know who they are. As we walked,   (2:20). we counted nine, or they 

counted nine meteorites, 4 of us seen it. And the 10th one was the next afternoon a huge 

one, over South China Sea. They saw we all saw.     

 

HERE >>> 

 

 

It's the wish and making of it, which counts. And we have Knowledge Seekers, I tell 

them Do you can see when I make a second one, we can see the second one, which is the 

impossibility of two meteorites moving in opposite directions from two directions 

coming in. And that means that the knowledge should mean one or two see you the others 

don't see.  

 

Proofed to HERE >>>    

 

 

This is a pleasure I give to the people who I love. And sometimes that love is misplaced. 

And it's you can do it you can create a vision through the interaction of the Soul, your 

masters in these things and we can and we're not there to see the trillions and trillions of 



stardust are in Solar System. Yeah, something you have to understand the thought as we 

see entering Earth's atmosphere, majority of it is made by Earth itself. In the attraction of 

the fields, with the Solar System, what happens and they some get created the same as 

Earth within what we call it, atmosphere of the Solar System, they don't come from 

outside, you have the Sun and you have the Earth and you have the other planetary 

system.  

 

When the fields come, if somewhere GM fields,  (2:22).  have a Cu is done, these fields 

of the universe at this point change to Cu stone. It doesn't come. How did it get created in 

the universe. If the fields come here on Earth fields interact, G field, M field at this point, 

it's of let's say silica. It's created by the Inertia, and then it comes, enters the Earth as a 

matter entity. It does not convert to Inertia, according to this, by the strength Inertia of the 

Earth.  

 

So meteorites can be produced anywhere. It's produced by the, 90% of the meteorites we 

see, 95% is from the Solar System. It's the reduction of the strength of the rays of the Sun 

itself. It's not just Earth, which has the gravity and Inertia in the upper part, every layers 

of the fields in the universe, or in our Solar System can have the Inertia of the Cu. That 

field of the Sun here, will continuously converted to ?? Cu. Then now you have a new 

meteorite. Meteorite doesn't come from the explosion of the stars and planets, and 

whatever. It's our own fields. A bigger version of it, is Earth. That's how planetary 

systems, and ??    systems create.  

 

We have three or four moons in the Solar System, which are actually meteorites, 

interaction and have become part of the Moon. Because they field strength of their center 

matches. 

 

Q: .. Also I thought you were when you were in Italy in the beach, after Fabio bless his 

soul, you created something you show to people, you know.  (2:24).  

 

K-  It's we saw the light, what we call the formation of the fields in the sky. Then we saw 

the same thing in Brazil when we landed. We can. Those two are.  

 

We are Messengers of the Creator. We live in the body. We have a lot of capabilities and 

knowledge to do things. But in the depth of our travel, we have made many friends and 

those friends are always with us. When I spoke, and we saw it over the airport, going to 

the hotel in Brasilia. And the week when we spoke in the lab in Baeri (Italy), and then 

seeing it, next few days. It's just that they just come to confirm what you taught to the 

humans, we want to show them.  

 

Israelis Americans kill 4 Iranian space scientists 

 

It's very much the way the relationship goes between the my work and the Iranian 

defense technology in space. In the past four weeks, three weeks, where the heinous 

crimes of some nations, 4 of the leading Iranian space scientists have been murdered. 



Two by poisoning, the way I was, they tried to kill me, and two by the accident, the way 

it was set up to kill me before. 

 

On my Soul - we take the soul of the nation - the nation allows it 

 

And strange enough, these all started from the time, the week we started to show the 

Space Technology in Linz. These criminal nations never touched Iranian space 

specialists. We lost 4 by murder. And on my soul we'll take and we'll show, that the end 

of the nations has come. You touch the scientist, we take your soul, and we take the soul 

of the nation, because it's the nation who allows this to happen.  

 

It's very, very strange, Iran has lost some of its leading space scientists very young 

doctors in their early 30s, since Keshe Foundation has start showing the Space 

Technology in Linz. Never ever have space scientists have been murdered, except in 

China in the hands of the Belgians 4 or 5 years ago.  

 

We understand and we have to bring the knowledge to be understood by many.  (2:28). 

What will be nice is how well we become, and we are aware of what is happening around 

us. When we see these conditions, when we see these interaction, it changes a lot of 

things for us. It changes a lot of understanding. It changes our understanding of how far 

mankind can go in the space development and how much man is ready to face the future. 

 

Since when having the space knowledge is a criminal offense, unless you're a criminal. 

The punishment for is to separate the soul and leave ?? it in the // Doldrums of …  space. 

Even the physicality ?? existence. Exile of the soul is the most, the worst condition a man 

can create for his soul. We see it and we'll see more of it, how it operates in the coming 

time. My deepest condolences to the Iranian families for their sons as a space scientist, 

have been murdered in the past 2 weeks.   (2:30).  

 

Because the frontiers of knowledge has to belong to all of us, not the exclusively of some 

nations. This is what we're doing in Linz, we invite the Italians, the French, the Germans, 

the Americans, and everybody else to come in to taste the new space technology and we 

don't kill you for it, but your nations do. 

 

K- Up to now they killed nuclear physicists, now they kill plasma nuclear physicists 

space specialists of Iran, which is a part of the Keshe Foundation technology, those who 

understood more. 

 

Any other question. 

 

Q:  Any update on bringing in the souls of Ayatollah K, Nasrallah, General Secretary of 

Hezbollah, sending so many youngsters for suicide missions and calling it martyrdom? 

K- The stupidity doesn't finish with one or the other.  (2:32). Some is done by the 

government and some done by the religious leaders.  

 



Does not stop. That means there's a time for it to change. We are waiting for a number of 

souls to arrive in the Center and then we know what to do with it. 

 

We invite the what I call, the Universal Council member for Hebrew language to Linz. 

With it, we change the whole structure within the nation. We will see.  The new 

Universal Council for Farsi language will be with us in a very short time, then it's time 

for us to reach the ?? Iranian leaders.  

 

Any other question.    It was very interesting one of our KS came two or three, we had up 

to now. As we are at the moment under the flood of the Germans coming in. Two or  

three Germans when they come out the system. They tell us, the thing you heard from the 

recording you heard this morning,  (2:34). one of them, that they gave from their souls to 

raise the soul of their German nation. We will see the changes, which come because of it. 

We have to wait and see what comes. You have to be of the same understanding to be 

able to create the condition. 

 

Any other question.  

 

Q;  Brazil ..  So I had a dream some days ago, that I was on another planet with very big 

balance, and it was like a funeral, but at the same time it was a party, celebration. 

K- Oh you must live in Africa or in Jamaica. ..  that's tradition. 

Q: And the king of this place he was a cat, kitty cat. And my question is, are the animals 

or entities of this planet Earth, are they beings from other planets? And is this possible or 

they are both living there, and here. I just asking this because of my dream.  

K- We had a guy yesterday who went through the system.  I said, did you go out, and he 

said I didn't fly, I was on earth. But I was with different animals, not the ones we have. 

We asked him, what kind of animals were you with. They were from the past.  (2:36). 

 

So his soul in the past, had been in touch with dinosaurs, or he couldn't explain, We didn't 

go too far with it, because he ?? could explain to us, he went to. He was on Earth. He 

didn't go anywhere. He said, I didn't travel anywhere, I was on Earth. I went to jungles 

and I saw animals. I asked him, did you touch any of them. He said, no. But they were the 

animals of the past, not the animals we know today.  

 

As I said, as you come you bring the soul, what we see, always been with us, has been 

one of the original souls, when the man was on this planet originally. Because it's a 

connection of the souls .. of the souls, which made him. So they have been with the 

dinosaurs. I stood there and I thought, wow.  

 

And we will see, as I said, you come in and you add to. This information is within the 

structure of the … reactors. See what comes next 

 

It'll be interesting. When you bring your cats and dogs. How they will react with you, and 

what imprint of knowledge they'll bring for us. It's not fairytale anymore, it's there, and 

we see more and more of it.  

 



We have a problem at the moment, as I said we are developing, we have to keep on 

changing things. It's you switch the systems off, so nobody stays but the system. It 

always works , you can electronically we stop it, what you call it, plasma wise, it never 

stops. It's like the person in the sleep in bed,  (2:38). but the brain still works. We have 

that situation. When we start running the what we call, our ?? fear detectors which are 

built in. They were placed in yesterday, then we'll see the actual effect, and the work of 

the ?? thing. The systems start building up. At the moment when we deplete them, 

because we have to reset a few things, change things. But when we come to the stable 

condition maybe two or three, or 4 weeks time, then systems will run. You come in, 

you're already in plasma, you as I said, you're already jumping in a cup  of sugar you 

don't need to add sugar into it. Add the sugar is your soul, what you ??  feelings??  

 

Any other question 

 

Q; ..  Is it a possibility, if Knowledge Seekers go into the unit, and if they are sincere, and 

they have the capability to be able to pull the whole planet in one go and elevate 

everybody? 

K- There are Knowledge Seekers who already tried. We know a number of, a few people 

have already tried, to raise the love of the humanity, the whole planet. We have some 

beautiful Knowledge Seekers, Azar, if you were there and listen to them when they come 

out. You want to just sit down and just marvel the Creation, what is coming out of this 

room.  

 

I tell them sometimes it's time for integration, what do you call it, I want to understand.  

(2:40).  I want to interrogate you. Because I want to know. We call it, interrogation. ?? 

The system in one corner, which is popped in one place. We don't let people come out 

and go and talk to anyone. Because when they start talking, it dilutes things. Even the 

couples come out, we keep them separate till we speak to them, to see what we want. And 

then we will usually let them loose in the hand of Dean to record it, if they want to be 

recorded. And then they talk to each other. And when they talk to each other, they come 

up with more things, and then tell us, we hear afterwards. 

 

Q:  ..  when you talk about the Iranian scientists, who were just killed by ?? whatever 

nation or people they were.  I just read something that Gandhi said, which I didn't 

understand the meaning of it. He said, in his lifetime, in the midst of the destruction that 

people see there is a life that is continuously going, which they cannot see. And life it 

finds a way to go. So when these people kill, because they want to prevent of something 

happening, or they want. They don't want anything good to happen. Do they really. does 

this really mean? …  

 

K- Let me explain … You touched on something, which we have to understand. One of 

you just asked a question, what about Ayatollah  K  and what do you call it, Hamas or 

whatever. That they send people with a bomb.  (2:42). What about world leaders who 

send poison to kill people?  The same terrorist. You glorified it because he's Iranian 

nuclear physicist, or the Korean, or whatever. But they demonize it, because it's a nation.   

 



They are the same terrorist. Whoever gave the instruction for the Iranian scientists to be 

killed. It's the same terrorists, as Hamas, or Ayatollah K, there's no difference. They are 

murderers. It hurts the same. You still kill people.  

 

I had the privilege to work with the Chinese military and defense. And got to know how 

the Europeans are killing a Chinese scientist. The privilege was, that I could tell them 

how they do it, and we stopped it. I went to a closed sessions, high level security. This is 

why the Chinese trust in Keshe Foundation. I gave the same advice to the Iranian 

leadership to protect our scientists.  

 

But the man who put a strap bombs on, the man who gives a poison to twin brothers, 

Americans who made the first high water engine, and killed one of them on the table, 

again, done by ?? ??   on the table. Those who go and do act of terrorism, they are all 

terrorists by the leaders.  (2:44). Those who make the threat to kill, and to destroy, they 

are terrorists too, and they pay for it.  

 

One is glorified and one is demonized, but both are demonized by their own soul. This is 

what it is. This is how it works. Who gave order for killing an Iranian scientist, or a 

Chinese scientists, or American scientists is the same terrorist as the one who gives a 

bomb belt, or whatever, to the others to do. Both heinous crimes.  

 

The leader who does that, he pays for. It's not that you see him, ask about his children. 

How they suffer. Ask about his other lives, how he is paying for it. Those who make 

threats, will stand by their own threats, and they'll pay for their threats. Those who carry 

out the threats will do the same. To me, you call, Hamas, or Iranian leaders sending time 

bombers, add the next thing to them. Biden office, the Russian leadership  and the others. 

It's all terrorism. Just because they don't glorify it, and they demonize it, the same,  

(2:46). the children suffer of them killed, the parents of those children, the brothers and 

sisters of those killed.  

 

It doesn't matter if it's Universal Council for Italy or Universal Council for French or the 

American or the Iranian. This is the pattern of the work and the ?? media which we are in. 

The Iranian nation is bleeding for loss of some of the top scientists in pass 4 weeks. Does 

any of you know. Glorified murder, terrorism by Western nations in Iran. Pure acts of 

terrorism. The same with Ayatollah K, or Palestinian leaders when they send other 

people, that leaders appointed ??  plan these things anywhere else. The Jewish blood, the 

Palestinian is still red and it carries a lot of love. There is no justification for any of them 

to be demised.  

 

Q: ..  my last question is, you see the system you have in Linz is a live system. So like the 

way I was born, and I just encountered different people, different environments, I get 

mature. Is the system, as people go in, it gets more mature? 

K-  I haven't seen it getting fat. But maturity, adding knowledge to, yes. 

 

It'll be very, very interesting to see what the Italians do next week. Very interesting. You 

got to understand Italians are made up some 200 nations and tribes of this planet.  (2:48). 



You people go to Italy to see Italians. We were given a talk about Italy. Where were the 

Italians 8 centuries ago, they brought some of the people of that nation to be inside them. 

The present  nation of Italy is a mixture of 200 tribes and nations of the Western Europe. 

Let's see what they bring us. 

 

Any other question or shall we call it a day? 

 

Q: .. After booking a flight how long do you take to confirm it. He says we booked and 

paid on Sunday evening and have no confirmation yet. 

 

K-  We brought one extra hand to get this sorted. The way we have done up to now, we 

are fully booked into June. July is coming up and I don't think anybody will get in before 

July.       This just that. sorting it out we had a weakness in our structure one of our staff 

was not doing what it was supposed to do. No he was too busy with the other parts of the 

foundation work now we bought stuff from the world recorded head office into the to the 

lanes to get this work cut out but if you haven't received that, so you just gotta wait till 

the backlog is created. We know what we do  

 

Ater first of July, I'm not in the center, so you'll need to talk with  .. our team there. Just 

wait till people more days, you get a good answer.  (2:50).     It's more or less, we tried to 

organize a lot of things in groups. And this is taking a lot of RSPs time. Because Italians 

booked three days, and they moved it. And then they made it to four days, and they 

moved most of the days again. So whatever we could tell people to come in now that 

without the block Tao, we sort of the Italians are not going anywhere, they are taking 

therefore, therefore, we four days are being given that, and then the Germans went in, and 

they blocked days into it. And we have to accommodate those with the Italians. The only 

day we got left, more or less to play, I think it's 22nd. One is fully booked. And then it 

goes into their own. And we are into July, August, and book as fast as you can, because 

in September, we stopped 90% in September.  

 

So whether we get up to there, and then we go back into development, we have to do 

other structures. One is for the what we call mobile systems. One is for the international 

call direct flights from A to B. And this all needs to be compensated developed and 

processed, but by September most probably we stop the whole process, because we got 

an update on what we want to do and perfect the FS.  

 

Don't put time on it. I just, I know because it's not easy. It's not an easy job, because we 

run an exhibition on top of the exhibition. 15 people on Saturday, I was told tomorrow, or 

this Saturday, going to the exhibition, pre booked. We don't let anybody who's not,  

(2:52).  doesn't matter who you are, in. It goes through that process. Just you should hear 

something in next day or two. Just finally, when we sorted out. The Italians causes huge 

problem they came with five and 10. And now we have a team of 20 getting booked in by 

one doctor. We have other people who are booking, block booking. And all this has to be 

fitted it is all going down.  

 



We have a team from Middle East coming in. And we have four different medical 

officials will come in out of time, which I sometimes go during the evening nighttime, or 

what we call diplomatic, political was switched. Nobody knows we just walk in. And it's 

all sorts of things happening. There's a lot of, jut give it time, give it time in next few 

days, you'll get a response to be allocated we had as I said, Italians played mayhem, with 

us. But now we pin them down. And the Germans did the same. We expect the what you 

call it the Spanish and the Greeks to come in Western Europeans. And it's good for you to 

come as a team, because it gives us a lot of freedom. And secondly, translation becomes 

very hard because we have translators to be there, or it's very difficult. But just book your 

place and be given time to come in. We give priority only an only to the members of 

Universal Council.  (2:54).  They have what you call, immediate access to the systems. 

 

Any other questions. 

 

Q: … Why did I understand that the position of the Soul of Physicality is in the area of 

the umbilicus, or rather in the area of the pelvis, or the genitals and not in the area of the 

heart. Am I  confused? 

K- Yeah. I think you're confused.  

 

The Soul of the Physicality has a strange position.  

 

..  (2:56).    Yes, okay, can you repeat that please 

 

STP is like the Solar System - STM is point in center - rest is P manifestation  

 

Q: .. Repeats ..    why did I understand that the position of the Soul of the Physicality is in 

the area the umbilicus, or rather in the area of the pelvis, or the genitals. And not in the 

area of the heart. 

K- .. I don't know I didn't learn that one. I don't know which class you went to. I didn't 

see that. 

Q:  and then you were saying that …  Yes, go ahead. 

 

K- The STP is a dynamic structure, which covers the Totality. Where the STM is 

pinpoint in a way. I can explain it in a way the STM is the Sun. The STP is the Solar 

System, and the physicality (P) is the Moon, Earth and the rest of the things inside. That's 

the best way you can describe the separation between the three.  We call it the spirit.  

 

Any other question.   ..  ???   (2:58). calling the man to come here I want to love you 

ding, ding, ding. 

 

Next question.  

 

Q:  .. What is the connection between the flight unit and all the amino acid (AA)  

MaGravs and Gans made by Knowledge Seekers in the world? 

K- Somehow because of the field connection, they must be connected, somewhere. 

 



Q: .. What different colored lights were used in the units? 

K-  No colored lights. We have no colored lights. First of all, we use very little light, 

there is a very little background light, for those of you who have been in it.  and it's just 

because the system gives us the lights, and system gives the option, there is no specific 

reason for it.  

 

The ethics of the STM came through the prophets  

Q: If this is a science and knowledge, why do you always bring into the light Mitra, 

Moses, Jesus, the Messiah, etc ? 

K- Because the knowledge of the ethics of the Soul of the Man came through that way. 

There is a science and ethics of science. Science is what we teach. Ethics of science, 

ethics of life, that you've got, have gone through those Messenger.  (3:00). If man would 

have used his soul, he would have never needed the prophets. Man went physical, so he  

had to be taught what's in there,  we call it a soul. Secondly, Mitra is not a prophet, Mitra 

is the life of the Creator. It's a big difference.  

 

Mitra is love of Creator - has nothing to do with religion  

 

If you look at the Jewish religion or the others, they speak of getting the knowledge in the 

mountains, from the fire. ??   That fire is the Soul of Mitra. Love of the Creator. The 

religion has nothing to do with Mitra. Mitra is the love of Creator, it's the manifestation 

of it.  

 

Any other question.  

 

Q:  … What's the difference between Christianity and Islam, Judaism and 

Zoroastrianism?  

K- Zoroastrianism is the original religion it came through Mithraism. The Jewish and 

Christianity, which is Jewish religion with the twist of what you call it, love in it. And 

Islam is a copy of the same. Muhammad learned from the Jews and he tried to bring his 

tribe it. Jews learned from Zoroastrians and Mithraism and created the Jewish religion.  

 

 

There is a difference between what Jesus, or Moses, or Mohammad it,  and what Muslims 

and Jews are.  (3:02). Very big difference. The religion as we see it now, is a whitewash 

for the benefit of those who lead. The religion we see as the original teaching, not diluted 

teachings of Moses and Christ and Mohammed is the message. You got to understand 

how the religious, even the Prophets played the game the way it suited them in every D.  

 

Adultery cornerstone of Christianity - Jesus womanizer of rich Palestinian wives 

 

What is the cornerstone  of the Christianity? Adultery, you have to be a virgin, and the 

rest of it. But can I ask one question, how come Christ started ?? slept  every woman ?? 

of the rich in Palestine?  He wasn't in wedlock officially, but no one enjoyed more the 

beauty of a woman more than Christ did. That's why they put him on the cross. The rich 

people of Palestine got fed up with him sleeping with their wives. They told the Romans, 



put him on the cross, or we'll do riots and ??  you'll move from here. They rioted. The 

Romans chose the easy way out, the cross.  

 

Go and read the true Jewish Historical time of Christ. That was the only reason they put 

Christ on the cross. He enjoyed the physicality of the women, the most beautiful, he was 

a handsome man,  (3:04). He had a message of peace and women loved him, and he loved 

women, and sometimes he went too far. With the rich ones, they paid for him to be there 

to enjoy. When they couldn't take it, they paid the Romans to put him on the cross, 

otherwise we'll start a revolution. You want to know the truth, or you want to know what 

is written in the Bible, diluted the way it suits the Vatican.  

 

Read the history of the time of Christ and not the Bible, then you know the truth. It's not 

??   he enjoyed life to the extent you could enjoy, and women vanished him the way he 

wanted.  He had dark brown eyes, extremely handsome, the wish of every woman. And 

he had the ?? tall, the knowledge and the love. He was literally a ??  lover.   The rest is 

made.  

 

The same with Moses. Moses ?? he saw the lights, he knew the message, but he diluted it 

the way it suited him. And Mohammed kept most of it and changed the ?? things what 

suited him. Why do you marry 4 women in Islam. For the love of God why? Ask him, a 

young man in a early  20s, married a woman in her 40s plus, Harijan. The ?? evolution of 

time, and women go through menopause. Still younger, still has desires. He had to justify 

the second (wife),  (3:06).  and then the third, and then the fourth. But he didn't change 

that what was what was given to him as the message? But Moses did, to suit him. 

 

Find the true history - not history made by religions to rule 

 

Read the history, the true history, and not the diluted religious history. Then you'll see 

why and how, and how they changed, how they changed things. The time when we would 

call ourselves Zoroastrian Iranians, till the time of Muhammad, had the breath (was 

alive), he never touched Iran. He said, they already believe in God, how can I touch them, 

to make them, to believe in God? 

 

When he died his uncle and cousin, knowing how wealthy Iran was, they wanted to go, 

(but Mohammad ) always stopped them. Muhammad never allowed the Arabs to cross 

Iranian borders. Since they believe in a deeper God than we do. When he died for the 

wealth of Iran , they invaded Iran, to take the wealth. Then why you see this extreme 

mixture between Iran religious culture, and the Iranian nation. Because when they killed 

the Shah of Iran, it was on the ?? 13th of the New Year, that's why in Iran we see it as a 

bad day, because the King was killed in the name of the religion. Before this is ?? ??  

Then I ??  leave the son in law, Fatima, the daughter of Muhammad, knew the wishes of 

their father, that Iran should not be touched. They took the queen of Iran and married her 

to their son. And that's how the Iranian nation got mixed with a religious ??  and Arab 

nation.  (3:08).  

 



The benefit in the name of religion, for those who could take more. Is it the same  ??? but 

he didn't do it himself, he then ??  moved to his cousin.  ?? ??    

 

Read the history, not what they want to make it to be. That's why Iranians are shear 

fanatic with Shia, because it's coming to the blood, through monarchy.  

 

R: You mentioned reading a couple of times, Mr. Keshe? Where would people be able to 

read it? Are there any books or? 

 

K- Read it on the Internet, go and find original Jewish history books? Go and find, not 

the Torah, don't read it.  The life of a nation is written in two parallel ways, one by the 

historians, and one by those who want to make the history to suit. There was a lot about 

Mitra 10 - 15 years ago, 20 years ago on the Internet. Vatican spent a fortune to get it 

wiped out, because it became obvious that Catholicism is a fake religion, made up 

religion. If you look at it, Catholicism is the Roman mixture with the Christianity 

religion, to suit. The same as now I explained to you about the Iran and Shia.  

 

That's all, read the history and see how that ??   how the rulers of Rome,  (3:10). 

accommodated those who believed in Christianity, because the Romans had another 

religion called, Mithraism, and they couldn't have, they were worshipping statues, and the 

leaders were worshipping God. So they made the Christ, and they built .. Catholicism. 

Everything in Catholic religion you read, read it, it's Mithraism, because the Romans 

were in charge to write it, by those they fit, to suit the public, that they wish they got. 

 

If you look at the Jewish calendar. Jewish calendar is not a calendar it's made to suit. The 

Jewish rabbis who control the annual things, they sit and look at, when do the most,  

because Muslims days changes every 11 days backwards, in the Islamic calendar. They 

look at the Christians. They look at the Buddhist, and they see where there is a fit, days, 

Yom Kippur fits into that day. Your other one fits into that, that does not coincide with 

the others.  

 

This year, they got a little bit, just about, but in some nations fifth and sixth of June this 

year coincided, just because they couldn't. They did everything to move it, they couldn't 

move it between, the Jewish religion holidays in Tel Aviv, and some European nations 

have holidays. It's  made up calendar to suit, for them to be separate. 

 

Mr. Keshe educated with Zoroastrians - accepts all faiths  

 

The beauty of where and the way I come from,  (3:12). I was brought up in a Jewish, 

Islamic family, Iranian in essence. My mother being a Jew, Jewish background, a Cohen. 

My father background on the Sahia. Being brought up in the Zoroastrian school 

education, and love and live with Christians in Tehran. It gave me a broad look, to look at 

the truth of it. Totality. It's around the  ?? ???   background  ??  It's the only a school run 

by the Zoroastrians. And I was educated through that system.  

 



In the school, in he high school, many times we sat in the four, there was one bench with 

four. There was a Christian, a Moslem, Zoroastrian, there was a Jew, and another was 

Bahai. We could do anything in high school, we could talk about anything, except 

discussion of religion. Because we were brought up there to enjoy the love of being 

Iranian. The opposite the school was a Christian church, a few steps down was a mosque. 

Wall to wall to us was a Zoroastrian temple. 

 

And you will see, thye talk about the same thing, no difference, but different colors.  

(3:14). They all talk about peace, of their own way. Religious time, we have to have by 

law, one hour of religion.  That was the only time religion could be taught. The classes 

split, the Muslims go and are taught by a Mullah. The Zoroastrians by their religious 

leader. The Christians went to the church to be taught by a priest, and a few Bahais and a 

few Jews had a choice to be in where they wanted. You could go to the Jewish, could go 

to the ?? or the Christians, but you could not stay out and play, just because you're not 

one of them. This brought a lot of harmony ?? we never talked who was Jew, Muslim, or 

who was Christian. It was us, and it became ethos. If you find anyone who came through  

the education system of ?? ??  background they will tell you, the religion doesn't exist in 

that school, but we are all religious.  

 

This is how we should be. We are aware of each other. Some of my closest friends, that  

we could literally, literally were Armenians. In the school, we could speak each other's 

religious language, or reading.  (3:16). 

 

It was a beautiful system in some classes, we used to have the mullahs,  we used to teach 

the Koran and religious books, and if you were outside, that means you were not a 

Muslim, but you are Christians, or a Jew, or a Bahai, or Zoroastrian and you wanted to go 

into that lesson, there was a seat in the front row always empty. They didn't put you in the 

back of the class, you sat right in the front. We could attend if  we wanted to go to see 

how the Christians go to church, we'd go to church, because it was 10 meters away from 

the front door of the College. This is how human race should be. I was brought up that 

way. Religions are always, "Oh modification of how to suits, how to do." 

 

It was really a strange situation, some of you come from the Iranian strict Muslim 

background. If somebody comes out, and they call it, ??  magi or whatever, they wash 

everything in a one meter by one meter high tank. It's two cubic meters, by Islamic 

religion if you take something in it, so many times, it becomes cleansed.  

 

But and it was very interesting to see sometimes when the Jews, we were friends, they 

invite you to the house to come in. The son was educated, the mother and father ..  and 

we could see sometimes, when the Jewish boys with us, going and playing somewhere to 

the house.  (3:18). What the heck was going on. What he touched, how it touched, he has 

to be cleansed because he was a Jew, or a Bahai, they were the same.  

 

It was interesting time, we used to play with this. We used to play  .. I come for dinner 

tonight, I come for lunch, with one play. And we can watch them, If the Jewish boy 

touched, or the Bahai boy would touch anything. They used to collect it and wash it. 



 

It's very interesting, but on the hand, we eat, we enjoy it, we bought the same balls, we 

shared the food. If you get the chance, get the Jewish boys to bring food to school, some 

of it's so delicious. If you really want to eat beautiful cakes get the Armenian boys to 

bring something. We used to bring lunch, and we used to share, who's going to eat what. I 

like this your mom makes,. The religion doesn't exist except in the head of the man ???   

 

I come from that mixture it's beautiful. I had the pleasure, a very open minded, highly 

developed, educated mother. She always taught us, you come from a Jewish, Islamic 

background, but first you are Iranian Zoroastrian. Even though she's Cohen. She 

celebrated the Iranian New Year, worse than the Muslims, worse than the Iranians. It was 

every Iranian celebration, had to be celebrated in the full.  (3:20). It was the same with 

my grandparents who were Jew's, and same with ?? family on the Moslem side. We 

celebrated ?? ??    Zoroastrian.  

 

Any other questions 

 

Soul of Vertical People in roots  

 

 

Q:   (3:22).  So how to know where are the brains of the Vertical Beings? 

K- At the roots. Where the roots come together and stem starts. 

Q:  The brain will be the whole extension of the root itself, or just one part of the roots? 

K- The whole extension of the roots. If you manage to find ..  the soul of the vertical, you 

take it out, the whole thing collapses. This is actually where most of the plants die, where 

that position moves. If you look at the seasonal vegetation, or vertical people, and the 

trees and the shrubs, you see that.  (3:24). It comes by moving, and change of the fields. 

They have the same position of the souls, as the horizontal people.  

 

One of the hardest for scientists now will be, is to find the soul of a stone, the position of 

it. They'll be amazed. You will be amazed. If you want to see his heart, the soul of a 

stone, get yourself a diamond and then you understand it very quickly.  

 

In the diamond business, we call it, the mother, and from that mother, the diamond is 

created. The diamond is Soul of the Physicality, the shape of a diamond. The mother is 

inside. You see the black dot. The stone itself is a physical condition. If you look at it and 

understand it, it's the same with the Soul of the Man. That's why we understand carbons 

??  because we are made of the same.  

 

Q: ..  He was just saying thank you very much. It was very clear to me, very fascinating 

much said say Mr. Keshe thank you.  

 

About soul of stone  and diamonds  

 

K- In the diamond business when you get a stone, sometimes the stones are colored 

stones,  (3:26). and what you see, you get yourself a diamond, it's pink in the color. And 



in this color you see it. You see a mother, you see a black spot. We cannot have a 

diamond without a dot in it, because it's the mother.  

 

In a way, when the carbon in a high temperature, what you do Nano coating and Gans 

making explodes. This carbon explodes to cover the environment, and then it gets cooled 

and becomes the shape of.  

 

But sometimes this stone in expanding in the environment picks up a gas, through the 

expansion. The stone because of this, takes the color of the stone. So the mother, the 

color of the stone, if there is nothing in it, you see that it's clear, and the other color 

comes because of the impurity of gases, which is trapped at the time of the Gans making.  

 

Then we are diamond dealers, we cut the diamond to get the best thing out of it, the best 

flattest space. So you cut it. But if it is a very specific color, you have to find this point, 

and sometimes it cannot be seen. If the diamond cuter, by mistake puts this yellow (dot) 

outside what you're going to get is a beautiful yellow stone,  (3:28). or a pink stone 

becomes white stone, and the value drops, because now you don't have it. If you get it 

inside, then you've got the color. That's how colored stones, diamond stones are created. 

A million dollar stone becomes worthless ??        

 

When and how, and you cut the mother out, you have no problem, because it has a 

stayed. In the diamond business they try to take this out. ?? ???     three small ???   

Because as the diamond expands and explodes, the carbon, in the heat of the volcanic 

eruption, it might leave some few pieces inside, and this dictates that you have  ??? ??     

 

Then you have the color in D, and the other color in G  it shows how much of this gas has 

been left inside. You get a deeper color, it becomes dark, you try to get to the maximum, 

the lowest gas amount, which is   ???        When you get a diamond in your hand and look 

at it. We call it a window. When you get the pure diamond, what you do, you open a 

window, ?? you make  a very small cut on the surface of the stone. And they look in, to 

see what they see. Because the stones are made.  

 

You don't get the pure stone the way you see a diamond. It always has a curtain of mist. 

And we look at where this could be,   (3:30). Try to cut stone to get the best possible, to 

get maximum purity.  ..  So you find the soul of it, the mother of it.  

 

Then you understand why they say, even stone has a soul, it's created ?? by it,  leads to its 

creation.  Without that black spot, that mother, that soul, there is no creation .  

 

Then if you can get that right way, you can change the color of the stone. This is a 

technique now, the same. One of the parts of technology I developed about 20 years ago, 

?? years ago is used by the Russians. Now they do the same process.  

 

In olden days when you got a white diamond. You look at a diamond, if you see a 

rainbow in the diamond, you're buying a damaged stone. The stone has to very clear. 

What happened what they do in the trade, in the diamond business. They drill a hole to 



the mother.     If this is the stone. They  …  drill a hole to the mother, and take it out. But 

when they drill, they take the first piece out, because it's like an??  orange or when you 

make a ??  doorman, whatever,  you take the top part ?/ out , then you put the top back,  

(3:32). to keep the top. But the problem is, this hole can be seen. What they do with it, 

there's a specific gel, silicone, which they fill the drill hole gap, and the hole with.  

 

When you look at a stone in the light you see a rainbow in the stone, because this 

interacts with this gel, and creates a rainbow. 80% of the stones sold on the cheaper end 

of the market,  you see  ?? ??? ??  

 

But now I developed a new technology a few years ago, and the Russians watching the 

Keshe Foundation understood, they can take this one out in a very different way. But in 

taking it out, now has led to the creation of new colors we've never seen before, because 

in extracting it, they leave little colored dust. They have no control over the color. And it 

doesn't leave this rainbow anymore. But creates a new color, the same as we saw in the 

pink color.  

 

We see new color of diamonds, because of the KF technology development. Because I 

had to explain this to the Diamond Burse, I was asked to do it. Because we know as ?? 

seniors in colors, doesn't ?? normally exist.  

 

In a way your transfer the dust, as you all know now, you transfer this black mother into a 

Gans, in a specific way. And now it's energy, and as this energy comes out, creates ?? ??? 

??   creating pink color ??  creates new colors.   

 

When I tell you, the Keshe Foundation has gone deep in many, many technologies this is 

one of them.  (3:34). They wanted me to confirm how the Russians have managed to do 

this, and I said, this is correct, because I understand why they do. You couldn't explain to 

them, conversion of the matter to energy, and gas, and when it comes to it, you've got to 

?? get the Gans, gas in Nano state.  

 

Actually, the Russians have become very good at it .. They buy cheaper stones $10,  $20,  

$50 a carrot in Africa, take it to Russia and change it to a million dollar ?? diamond. 

Because people never seen this ??  But they're actually buying a fake stone. Not a fake 

stone, but ? ??? ?  

 

Don't ask me what I know, I used to have a diamond office in ?? ?? in London for a long 

time.  I know the game inside.  By touching a stone I could tell from which river they 

come from, which mine they come, where they've been mined. You feel it, it talks to you, 

you feel the soul of the stone.    

 

In diamond business it's very clear one doesn't cross to the other. African ?? take, 

Lebanese transport bigger stones ?? ?????        Chinese and then it comes to dealership's 

nobody cares, because you can sell it,  you can have any religion or color.  

 

Any other question 



 

Q:  What metals can you use to manifest red diamonds? 

K- It all depends on the reflection of the gas. It's a gas that reflects, it's not a metal. It's a 

reflection of gas.  ?? ??? you can find out.  (3:36).  

 

Shall we call it  a day.  

 

K-  Don't forget tonight     >>  l get to nine o'clock, we're going to sign it up this week. 

We try to get as much as we can so often talk for half an hour we tried. And we tried to 

make sure not to date to obligation that we have to do it. Once a week we put the 

Testimonials out. And hopefully soon we bring people you can ask them if they want to.  

 

Thank you very much. I hope now, truly we become passengers of the universe with the 

STP. …   . And hopefully soon we understand more. 
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